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A polariton relaxation bottleneck is observed in angle-resolved measurements of photoluminescence emis-
sion from a semiconductor microcavity. For low power laser excitation, lowk polariton states are found to have
a very small population relative to those at highk. The bottleneck is found to be strongly suppressed at higher
powers in the regime of superlinear emission of the lower polariton states. Evidence for the important role of
carrier-carrier scattering in suppression of the bottleneck is presented.

Semiconductor microcavities~MC’s! with embedded
quantum wells~QW’s! have attracted great interest recently.
In these structures, two-dimensional~2D! confinement of
photon and exciton modes is realized. In high finesse MC’s,
as a result of exciton-photon coupling, mixed 2D polariton
states occur1 which exhibit a strong dependence of their
properties on their relative exciton and photon contents.2 In
particular, due to the very small in-plane photon mass in
MC’s (M p'1024mex), polaritons with a significant photon
fraction have a very steepE –k dispersion curve,3 and a den-
sity of states considerably smaller than that of excitons in a
bare QW.

Of particular relevance to the present work, energy relax-
ation in the polariton system is expected to be strongly modi-
fied relative to that of uncoupled excitons. Acoustic phonon
scattering rates from highk exciton states into polariton
states with wave vectors corresponding to the strong cou-
pling regime (k<5 – 63104 cm21) are expected to be small
due to the large energy transfer required compared to typical
acoustic phonon energies of 1 meV. Furthermore, the
strongly coupled states have very short radiative lifetime
~;1 psec! due to their high photon fraction, thus leading to a
nonthermal polariton population and the occurrence of a re-
laxation bottleneck. Such bottleneck effects have been much
discussed theoretically for the cavity polariton system.4,5

References 4 and 5 calculate the expected population distri-
butions for both upper and lower polariton branches, includ-
ing exciton-phonon and exciton-exciton scattering. Very
large depletions of the lowk states, relative to those at high
k, by factors up to 104, are predicted. Such relaxation bottle-
necks also occur in bulk semiconductors,6 but are very diffi-
cult to study since the polaritons do not decay directly into
external photons. In MC’s, by contrast, direct polariton de-
cay does occur due to photon leakage out of the cavity, per-
mitting direct study of the population distribution.7

A manifestation of the bottleneck has been observed in
time-resolved measurements of the polariton emission in
II–VI based microcavities.8 The authors found an abrupt de-
crease of the polariton PL decay time when the character of
the polariton states changed from photonlike to excitonlike.

This observation indicates a slowdown of the relaxation pro-
cess into polariton states with high photon fraction.

In this paper, we present a definitive observation of the
relaxation bottleneck for lower branch polaritons~LP’s! from
angle resolved photoluminescence~PL!. Nonresonant cw la-
ser excitation creates excitons at high energy which relax to
form a reservoir of highk (.105 cm21) excitons. These
excitons scatter into the observable polariton states and give
rise to the PL. For low density excitation, lowk (,1.5
3104 cm21) occupancies nearly an order of magnitude
smaller than those at higherk are found. Strong redistribu-
tion of the polariton population, and suppression of the
bottleneck, is found in the regime where the LP emission
exhibits superlinear behavior with increasing excitation
intensity9. Detailed measurements performed in a wide tem-
perature range demonstrate that the efficiency of the scatter-
ing into the LP states is very sensitive to temperature and
energy separation from the exciton reservoir. This observa-
tion, in combination with the deduction of a new scattering
process at higher excitation densities, indicates the important
role of exciton-exciton scattering in suppressing the bottle-
neck.

The sample studied is a high quality single MC structure
grown by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. The Bragg re-
flectors are composed of 17~20! repeats of l/4
Al0.13Ga0.87As/AlAs layers in the top~bottom! mirrors. The
3/2l GaAs cavity contains six 10-nm In0.06Ga0.94As/GaAs
QW’s. The vacuum Rabi splitting wasV'6 meV, with
linewidths of,1 meV. Nonuniformities of the cavity width
permit tuning of the photon mode energy over a wide range
of negative and positive detunings (D5Ecav

2Eex). Mea-
surements were carried out with the sample immersed either
in superfluid He or in He gas. A Ti-sapphire laser was used
for nonresonant~1.56 eV! excitation. The PL signal was col-
lected by a lens which imaged the excited sample region
~collection angle,2°) on to a fiber. Both the lens and the
fiber were mounted on a rotating rail permitting precise angle
tuning. The signal was detected by a single monochromator/
CCD system.

PL spectra for a detuning ofD524.3 meV and tempera-
ture T534 K over a wide range of collection angles (F,
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measured from the normal to the sample!, for excitation
powers ofP580 ~thick lines! andP55 ~thin lines! W/cm2,
are presented in Fig. 1. The spectra are normalized to the
excitation intensity. At lowP, the LP emission is found to
peak around;16°, corresponding to resonance between the
photon and exciton modes (Fres), as seen by reference to the
measured polariton dispersion in the inset. By contrast, at
high P, the PL intensity peaks aroundF50 and decreases
continuously with increasing angle. Furthermore, at smallF
a strong superlinear growth of the LP emission is observed
with increasingP, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. With increasingF,
the superlinear behavior becomes much weaker, and eventu-
ally for F.Fres , the PL intensity varies sublinearly withP.
From 5 to 80 W/cm2, the LP peak shifts by less than 0.1
meV, showing that the system is always in the strong cou-
pling regime.

The normalized integrated intensities from Fig. 1 are plot-
ted against F ~and in-plane wave vectors, sincek
5v/c sinF) in Fig. 2~b!, together with results for several
intermediate powers. The key features of Fig. 1, the initial
increase in PL intensity withF for P up to 20 W/cm2, the
decrease fromF50 to F;30° for P>40 W/cm2, and the
strong superlinear increase withP for F,Fres , are clearly
seen. For larger angles,F.Fres , the intensity decreases
rapidly with angle for allP.

The variation of polariton population withk, NLP(k), can
be extracted from the data in Fig. 2~b!, sinceNLP'ItLP ,
whereI is the PL intensity andtLP is the time for radiative
loss from the cavity.13 tLP is inversely proportional to the
photon fraction of the polariton state, which in turn depends
strongly onk @see Fig. 2~c!#. The deduced variation ofNLP
with k, for D524.3 meV,T51.8 and 34 K, and excitation

powers from 5 to 80 W/cm2, is presented in Fig. 3.NLP(k) is
very different at high and low excitation powers. AtT
534 K @Fig. 3~a!# and low P, the population increases
strongly with increasingk for k,kres5v/c sinFres , and is
approximately constant fork.kres ('23104 cm21).
These results constitute a clear observation of the relaxation
bottleneck: photocreated excitons relax to the highk exciton
states (k.kres) and then scatter with low efficiency to lowk.
With increasingP, a strong superlinear increase in popula-
tion is found fork,kres . At the same time, sublinear behav-
ior is found at higherk>kres . The overall form of the dis-
tribution changes very markedly with increasingP: the
growth with k at low P is replaced by a monotonic decrease
at higher densities.

Similar behavior is observed at lowT51.8 K @Fig.
3~b!#. The main difference is that at smallP, the polariton
population atk,kres , relative to that atk.kres , is even
smaller than at highT. At P55 W/cm2, the ratio of the
filling of low to high k states is close to 3 forT534 K,
while it is around 6 forT51.8 K. Also, the superlinear be-
havior, although clearly present, is less pronounced than at
34 K.

Several important observations from the above experi-
ments should be emphasized:~i! weak relaxation into smallk
polariton states~the bottleneck effect! is observed at lowP;
~ii ! the bottleneck is suppressed at highP in the regime of
the superlinear increase of PL intensity;~iii ! the suppression
is more pronounced at highT; ~iv! a sublinear increase of PL
intensity withP is found for states with large exciton fraction
at k.kres .

We have carried out similar experiments for several dif-
ferent detuningsD from 14 to 222 meV. For zero and
positiveD, the LP emission intensity peaks aroundF50° at
all powers. For negativeD, the maxima of the PL intensity at
low P are always found close toFres . The bottleneck is thus

FIG. 1. Angle-resolved PL spectra recorded forD524.3 meV
at T534 K. The spectra shown by thick~thin! lines are collected at
excitation densityP580 (P55) W/cm2 using nonresonant cw la-
ser excitation. The inset shows the measured polariton dispersion.

FIG. 2. ~a! PL spectra normalized to the laser intensity forP
varying from 5 to 80 W/cm2. ~b! Integrated LP emission intensity
divided by the laser power versus angle for detuningD524.3 meV.
~c! Photon and exciton fractions of the polariton states forD524.3
meV.
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observedonly for negative detunings, with the size of the
low k depletion being stronger for larger negativeD, as ex-
pected from the decreasing exciton fraction of the lowk
states. This is shown in Fig. 3~c! where the ratio r
5NLP(0)/NLP(kres) is plotted versusD for T51.8 K; r
decreases by 6 as the detuning increases from20.4 to22 V.

There have been several calculations of the polariton dis-
tribution expected under conditions of nonresonant
excitation.4,5 In agreement with our observations, a bottle-
neck for negativeD is predicted, but with magnitude~ratio of
high k to k50 population! for, e.g.,D522 V of ;104, as
opposed to less than a factor of 10 in Fig. 3. The stronger
depletions predicted in the theory result in a slight dip in the
calculatedk50 PL even atD50. We suggest that these
disagreements arise due to the omission of disorder, free-
carrier-exciton interactions and also scattering into free-
carrier states~ionization! in the theory. All these processes
are likely to lead to a more rapid population of the lowk
states, and thus to a smaller amplitude of the bottleneck,
which becomes negligible at zero detuning.

To investigate likely mechanisms which lead to the sup-
pressionn of the bottleneck with increasingP, we analyzed
the data for different detunings and temperatures. In Fig.
4~a!, the ratio ILP(P580 W/cm2)/ILP(P55 W/cm2)
which expresses the size of the nonlinearity for a particular
state, is plotted versus energy separationDE from the un-
coupled exciton level@the definition ofDE is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 4~b!#. Remarkably, a clear peak in the su-
perlinear behavior is observed atDE'7 meV for all
detunings and temperatures.

The scattering maximum atDE'7 meV cannot be ex-
plained by a single acoustic phonon process since the maxi-
mum energy transferred is;1 meV;4,5 multiphonon pro-
cesses are also very unlikely due to the fast radiative escape
of lower branch polaritons. On the contrary, polariton-
polariton, polariton-exciton, and exciton-exciton scattering
processes provide a variety of possibilities for single-
scattering relaxation5 with larger energy transfer. The 7 meV
energy is in good agreement with that associated with two
likely scattering processes:~i! exciton-exciton collisions, in
which one of the excitons is scattered to free particle states
and the second scatters into the strongly coupled regime~i.e.,
the processX1X→LP1e1h, where X, e, h are exciton,
free electron, and hole, respectively!. The exciton binding
energy in a 10 nm In0.06Ga0.94As/GaAs QW is;8 meV,
close to theDE'7 meV value.14 ~ii ! A similar process to
that in ~i!, but with the first exciton scattering from the
strongly populated lower branch aroundFres to the upper
branch, with energy transfer given by the energy splitting
between the polariton branches ofV'6 meV, the second
exciton again scattering to the observable lowk, LP states.
Further theoretical effort is required to distinguish between
these two possibilities.

There are several supporting pieces of evidence for the
role of exciton-exciton scattering in populating the lowk

FIG. 3. Polariton population distribution for different excitation
densities~a! T534 K, ~b! T51.8 K. ~c! Ratio of polariton popu-
lations r5NLP(0)/NLP(kres) versusD for low excitation andT
51.8 K.

FIG. 4. ~a! The ratio of normalized integrated intensities of LP
emission peaks for high and low power for several negativeD and
different temperatures~indicated on the plot! versus energy separa-
tion from the exciton reservoir (DE). ~b! Schematic definition of
DE. ~c! Angular dependence of LP PL linewidth for high~solid
symbols! and low ~open symbols! excitation power forD524.3
meV.
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states. First, we observe significant suppression of the bottle-
neck for powers greater than;20 W/cm2. Assuming a life-
time of 200 psec, this corresponds to an exciton density of
;13109 cm22, consistent with the density at which
exciton-exciton collisions are expected to be significant
(>109 cm22).5 Second, exciton-exciton scattering into the
LP branch has been predicted5 to increase rapidly with tem-
perature up to 15–20 K~the increased spread in energy of
reservoir excitons with increasingT makes it easier to con-
serve energy and momentum!, consistent with the results in
Fig. 3, while phonon~emission! scattering to the LP states is
calculated to be only weakly dependent onT.

Third, analysis of the emission from LP states withk
>kres also provides evidence for the occurrence of exciton-
exciton scattering. The population of these states, filled very
effectively in the low excitation regime, varies sublinearly
with increasingP in Fig. 3. In order to demonstrate the im-
portance of interparticle scattering for such states the angular
dependence of the LP emission linewidth is shown in Fig.
4~c! for two excitation densities, atD524.3 meV andT
534 K. At low P55 W/cm2, the linewidth is almost inde-
pendent of angle (0.860.06 meV). However, at high power
aboveF'Fres , the width increases rapidly and reaches 1.6
meV, almost twice the value at low density~the low k line-
width is unchanged!. We ascribe this additional broadening
to strong polariton~exciton!-polariton interaction. The sub-
linear behavior of the PL intensity atF>Fres @DE
<2.5 meV in Fig. 4~a!# is then explained by enhanced scat-
tering out of these states by interparticle collisions, with

some of these excitons scattering to populate the lowerk
states.

Due to the very low DOS at smallk, filling factors close
to unity are expected at the powers (;109 cm22) employed
in the present work. As a result of the bosonic character of
the polaritons, stimulated scattering is then expected.10–12 In
particular, in Ref. 10 the observation of superlinear emission
from the LP branch, similar to that reported here, was well
explained by the occurrence of stimulated scattering within a
three-level rate equation model including single-phonon
emission.15 It is clear that stimulated processes will enhance
the quenching of the bottleneck. However, we have no direct
evidence for stimulation from the results presented here:
~spontaneous! exciton-exciton scattering, itself a nonlinear
process, is sufficient to explain the results.

In conclusion, a strong relaxation bottleneck has been ob-
served for the lower polariton branch in a semiconductor
microcavity. Suppression of the bottleneck is found in the
regime of superlinear emission which occurs with increasing
power. The observations indicate that polariton-exciton inter-
actions play a significant role in suppression of the bottle-
neck. Although qualitative agreement with theoretical pre-
dictions of the polariton distribution is found, disagreements
remain, probably due to the omission of disorder scattering
and existence of a free-carrier channel in the calculations.
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nancial support from EPSRC, the Royal Society, INTAS,
and RFBR is gratefully acknowledged.
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